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TO THE STUDENT

In assigning this book, your instructor wants to do more than teach you the basics
of government in the United States. This book has a bit of attitude and a central
theme: Only a tiny number of people make the decisions that shape our lives,
and, despite the elaborate rituals of parties, elections, and interest-group activity,
the vast majority have little direct influence over these decisions. This theme is
widely known as elitism. Your instructor may not believe completely in this theory
but may instead believe that many groups of people share power in the United States,
that competition is widespread, that we have checks against the abuse of power,
and that the individual citizen can personally affect the course of national events
by voting, supporting political parties, and joining interest groups. That theory,
widely known as pluralism, characterizes virtually every U.S. government textbook
now in print—except this one. Your instructor, whether personally agreeing with
the elitist or with the pluralist perspective, is challenging you to confront our argu-
ments. He or she wants you to deal critically with some troubling questions about
democracy in the United States.

It is far easier to teach the basics of government in the United States—the con-
stitutional powers of the president, Congress, and courts; the function of parties
and interest groups; the key cases decided by the Supreme Court; and so on—
than to tackle the question, “How democratic is U.S. society?” It is easier to teach
the “facts” of the political system than to search for the explanations. Although
this book does not ignore such facts, its primary purpose is to present them to
you through the critical lens of elite theory—to help you understand why govern-
ment and politics work as they do.

The Irony of Democracy is not some polemic or even necessarily “antiestab-
lishment.” This book challenges the prevailing pluralistic view of democracy in
the United States, but it neither condemns nor endorses the reality of political life.
Governance by a small, homogeneous elite is subject to favorable or unfavorable
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interpretation, according to one’s personal values. Readers are free to decide for
themselves whether we as a society should preserve, reform, or restructure the
political system described in these pages. If this book encourages thought about
this question, we see it as a success.

The Irony of Democracy is neither a conservative nor a liberal textbook. It
does not apologize for elite rule or seek to defend U.S. institutions or any of its lea-
ders. On the contrary, we are critical of politicians, bureaucrats, corporate chief-
tains, media moguls, lobbyists, and special interests. But we do not advocate
fruitless liberal nostrums promising to bring “power to the people” or “citizen
movements” that are themselves led by elites with their own self-interests. We
note that partisans are happy with the parts of the book that describe their oppo-
nents, but unhappy when the same gaze is cast on those they favor. Tough!

The Irony of Democracy is indeed an endorsement of the most fundamental
democratic values—individual dignity, limited government, freedom of expression
and dissent, equality of opportunity, private property, and due process of law.
Our elitist theory of democracy is not an attack on democratic government but
rather an effort to understand the realities of politics in a democracy.
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TO THE INSTRUCTOR

This 16th edition of The Irony of Democracy has two aims: to keep its vigorous
classic elite theory approach and to reflect an ever-changing politics. This new edi-
tion unapologetically continues to assert that to understand democracy in the
United States it is necessary to understand the elites who run the nation. There
may be a near-universal acceptance of pluralist ideology in U.S. political science
and government texts; that Noble Lie of the empowered masses certainly contains
significant truth, but The Irony of Democracy unrepentantly remains an elitist
introduction to U.S. government. Elite theory is used as an analytic model for
understanding and explaining U.S. politics; it is not presented as a normative pre-
scription for the nation. The discomfort caused by this approach in instructors or
students stems from its being grounded in fact and observation of reality, not in
idealism.

Few today still believe that government is run for the benefit of the people.
Most see the political system as run by a few big interests for their own benefit,
leaving the average person forgotten behind. This reality brings us no pleasure.
Over the course of the 43 years of this text’s publication, the situation has only
gotten worse. Our elitist theory of democracy also recognizes the potential for dan-
ger in mass movements and intolerant demagogues. Mass ignorance and apathy do
not inspire much hope that “the people” will somehow suddenly gain some new-
found commitment to the hard work of democracy. The irony of democracy in
the United States is that somehow democracy survives despite and possibly because
of these conditions.

This book has provided a framework to understand U.S. politics for over four
decades. It has seen many political events and eras come and go: the war in
Vietnam, Watergate, Carter-era inflation, the collapse of communism, the rise of
globalization, a balanced federal budget for four years, the influx of once unimag-
inable amounts of money into campaigns, mass death from terrorism, and the wars
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in Iraq and Afghanistan. Still, the basic analytic model of staying focused on those
in power remains critically necessary.

This edition reflects the growing role of the new coauthor to the text who
joined last edition: Louis Schubert of City College of San Francisco, a very large,
diverse, community college. His affection for the text and its project are deep, and
many changes in this new edition reflect him having taught thousands of students
using this text for over a decade. He brings fresh blood and new areas of interest
to Irony, but it is worth noting that the first change he insisted on was restoring
material from the first edition. He sees its classic focus as the key to its continu-
ing relevance to political science and usefulness to teaching the politics of the
United States.

Each chapter in this new edition has seen updating and improvement. It
reflects the consolidation of the major revision begun last edition and the input of
reviewers and hundreds of students. Chapter 1, the introduction to elite theory, has
clearer presentation of the connection between elitism and pluralism. Chapter 2,
concerning the Founders, has added attention to the classical liberal and classical
conservative traditions from which they drew. Chapter 3 follows the evolution of
U.S. elites, starting with Hamilton’s financial vision for the new nation and add-
ing significant new focus on the New Deal and the impact of the expansion of
government on the nature of elite power. It includes a new Focus section on the
role of hedge funds. Chapter 4, on the masses, gives credit for developments in
tolerance over recent decades, but still recognizes the dominance of apathy and
ignorance.

The media chapter, Chapter 5, has been revised to reflect the reality of cur-
rent technology. Just a few decades ago, media required access to considerable
capital to reach an audience of any size; now students are publishing to global
audiences online with their cell phones (sometimes even during class). The role
of social media has been integrated throughout. Chapter 6, on elections and
political parties, continues the necessary focus on money in campaigns, the role
of the parties, and updates including the 2010 congressional and 2012 presiden-
tial races. Speaking of money, Chapter 7 focuses on organized interests and their
activities such as lobbying and funding campaigns to attempt to influence the
political elites.

Each chapter on political institutions has been updated to reflect a changing
Congress, the Obama administration, and a Supreme Court including Justices
Sotomayor and Kagan. The sections on lawmaking have been rewritten to better
show the “sausage making” nature of the entire process; the introduction to legis-
lation is now called “Kill Bill” to reflect that Congress is far better at preventing
laws than making them. The continuing diversification of the Congress is also cov-
ered. The impact of President Barack Obama and coverage of his White House has
also been added.

Chapter 11 reflects the increased role of the bureaucracy in the political system
in a time of a significantly larger government with some vastly greater roles. Chap-
ter 12, federalism, has been revised to include more discussion on the state initia-
tive process and highlights some rising political stars, Newark Mayor Cory
Booker and Louisiana Governor Bobby Jindal. It also addresses the tension
between the federal and state governments over health care.
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Civil rights, Chapter 13, showcases the rapid diversification of the elite in both
politics and the economy. The exclusion of minorities and women from power was
once a major theme in the study of the elite—now the theme must be the continually
growing impact of persons who 40 years ago would have had little if any chance to
hold power positions. From the presidency, to governors’ mansions, to the corporate
boardroom, substantive and qualitative change has occurred in the composition of
the elites. This chapter has also been revised to give greater attention to the civil
rights of Hispanic-Americans, Asian-Americans, multiracial persons, and gays and
lesbians, as well as updated coverage of African-Americans and women.

The last chapter, “The United States as Global Elite,” deals with the fact that
the United States holds an unprecedented position in the world. It leads econom-
ically and militarily, but the cost of functioning as hegemon and “global cop”
has led to significant vulnerabilities as well. This chapter covers the role of the
United States in the world political system, examines its current security threats,
and shows the place of the United States in a globalized economy. New coverage
of drone warfare has been added.

We believe that the strength of this textbook comes from its honest presenta-
tion of the world as it is, not as how one may wish it. Punches are not pulled,
awkward areas are not avoided, and credit is given where it is due even if it is a
difficult fit with the central elite theory theme. The text does not talk down to stu-
dents. Suggestions to “dumb down” vocabulary have been respectfully declined.
The Epilogue does not end the book with a warm, fuzzy feeling, but rather gives
students some blunt advice on how to preserve democratic values in an elitist sys-
tem and maybe in the process keep themselves from being rolled over by the elites.
We are not concerned if students like this book, but we do hope they find it inter-
esting and have some good arguments with it. For the instructor, whether you
agree with the basic elitist approach or not, we hope this text helps get your peda-
gogical juices flowing and that it makes your classroom experience more enjoyable
and rewarding through keeping you and your students intellectually and perhaps
emotionally engaged in the wonderful world of U.S. politics.

Louis Schubert
Thomas R. Dye

Harmon Zeigler, Late
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C H A P T E R 1THE IRONY OF DEMOCRACY

Elites—not masses—govern the United States. Life in U.S. democracy, as in all
societies, is shaped by a tiny fraction of the population. Major political, economic,
and social decisions are made by this elite minority, not by the masses of people.

Elites are the few who have power; the masses are the many who do not.
Power is deciding who gets what, when, and how. Power is meaningful participa-
tion in the decisions that shape our lives. The masses are the many whose lives
are shaped by institutions, events, and leaders over which they have little direct
control. Political scientist Harold Lasswell wrote, “The division of society into
elite and mass is universal,” and even in a democracy “a few exercise a relatively
great weight of power, and the many exercise comparatively little.”1

Elite theory, or elitism, is an approach to describing society focusing on the few
with power, their values, their behavior, and their demographics. Elite theory is not
a normative endorsement of elite rule, nor is it an automatic dismissal of it. Elites
are not necessarily conspiracies to oppress and exploit the masses. On the contrary,
they may be deeply concerned with the welfare of the masses. This is especially true in
democracies. Membership in the elite increasingly is open to ambitious and talented
individuals from the masses, exemplified by leaders such as Barack Obama and Bill
Gates, though it sometimes may still appear a closed group. Elites may compete with
each other, or they may largely agree over the direction of domestic and foreign
policy. Elites may be responsive to the demands of the masses and influenced by
the outcomes of elections or public demands, or they may be unresponsive to mass
movements and unaffected by elections. Still, whether elites are public-minded or
self-serving, open or closed, competitive or consensual, unified or pluralistic, respon-
sive or unresponsive, it is elites and not the masses who govern the modern nation.
How elites rule is a separate discussion from the fact that they always do rule.

Democracy is government “by the people,” but the responsibility for the survival
of democracy rests on the shoulders of elites. This is the irony of democracy: Elites

Government is always government by the few, whether in the name of the
few, the one, or the many.

—Harold Lasswell
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must govern wisely if government “by the people” is to survive. If the survival of
the U.S. system depended on an active, informed, and enlightened citizenry, then
democracy in the United States would have disappeared long ago, for the masses
normally are apathetic and ill-informed about politics and public policy, and they
exhibit a surprisingly weak commitment to democratic values—individual dignity,
equality of opportunity, the right to dissent, freedom of speech and press, religious
toleration, and due process of law. Fortunately for these values and for U.S.
democracy, the masses do not lead; they follow. They respond to the attitudes, pro-
posals, and behavior of elites. The abolition of slavery, civil rights for minorities,
and religious freedom did not arise because of mass demand—elites led the United
States to these important places.

Although the symbols of U.S. politics are drawn from democratic political
thought, we can often better understand the reality of U.S. politics from the view-
point of elite theory. The questions posed by elite theory are the vital questions of
politics: Who governs the United States? What are the roles of elites and masses in
U.S. politics? How do people acquire power? What is the relationship between eco-
nomic and political power? How open and accessible are elite ranks? How do U.S.
elites change over time? How widely is power shared in the United States? How
much real competition takes place among elites? What is the basis of elite consensus?
How do elites and masses differ? How responsive are elites to mass sentiments? How
much influence do masses have over policies decided by elites?

This book, The Irony of Democracy, explains U.S. political life using elite
theory. It presents evidence from U.S. political history and contemporary political
science describing and explaining how elites function in a modern democratic society.
But before we examine U.S. politics, we must understand more about elitism,
democracy, and pluralism.

THE MEANING OF ELITISM

The central idea of elitism is that all societies are divided into two classes: the few
who govern and the many who are governed. Italian political scientist Gaetano
Mosca expressed this basic concept as follows:

In all societies—from societies that are very underdeveloped and have largely attained
the dawnings of civilization, down to the most advanced and powerful societies—two
classes of people appear—a class that rules and a class that is ruled. The first class,
always the less numerous, performs all of the political functions, monopolizes power,
and enjoys the advantages that power brings, whereas the second, the more numerous
class, is directed and controlled by the first, in a manner that is now more or less legal,
now more or less arbitrary and violent.2

Elites are not a product particular to capitalism or socialism or industriali-
zation or technological development. They govern all societies—democracies and
dictatorships, capitalist and socialist, monarchies and theocracies, developing and
industrialized. All societies require leaders, and leaders acquire a stake in preserving
the organization and their position in it. This motive gives them a perspective
different from that of the organization’s members. That an elite is inevitable in
any social organization is known in political science as the Iron Law of Oligarchy.

2 CHAPTER 1
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French political scientist Roberto Michels stated this thesis: “He who says organiza-
tion, says oligarchy.”3 The “law” holds true for all sizes of organizations, whether
family, club, religious congregation, union, business, or society as a whole. In all
these, there are the few who hold power and the many who do not.

Elitism also asserts that the few who govern are not typical of the masses
who are governed. Elites by definition control resources: power, wealth, education,
prestige, status, skills of leadership, information, knowledge of political processes,
ability to communicate, and organization. Elites in the United States are drawn
disproportionately from wealthy, educated, prestigiously employed, and socially
prominent elements of society. This has historically meant that elites were over-
whelmingly European-American (or white), Anglo-Saxon, Protestant, and male,
although it is clear today that the demographic diversity of the elite is changing
significantly. Elites come disproportionately from society’s increasingly diverse upper
classes, those whose families already network with leaders of economic, professional,
and governmental institutions.

Elitism, however, does not necessarily bar individuals of the lower or middle
classes from rising to the top. In a democracy, upward mobility is encouraged—the
system needs “fresh blood.” The term for persons of nonelite origins entering
the ranks of the elite is circulation of elites, and it is essential for the stability of the
elite system. Openness in the system siphons off potentially revolutionary leadership
from the lower classes; moreover, an elite system is strengthened when talented
and ambitious individuals from the masses enter governing circles. However, social
stability requires that movement from nonelite to elite positions be a slow, contin-
uous assimilation rather than a rapid or revolutionary change. Only those none-
lites who have demonstrated their commitment to the elite system itself and to
the system’s political and economic values can be admitted to the ruling class.

Elites share a general consensus about the fundamental norms of the social
system. As individuals, they focus on maintaining or enhancing their position as
elite. As a group, they agree on the basic rules of the game and on the importance
of preserving the political and social system in which they thrive. The system has
clearly worked well for them. The stability of the system, even its survival, depends
on this consensus by those who have been most successful within the system.
Political scientist David Truman writes that elites have “a special stake in the
continuation of the system in which their privileges rest.”4 However, elite consensus
does not prevent elite members from disagreeing or competing with each other for
preeminence. But this competition takes place within a narrow range of issues; elites
agree on more matters than they disagree on. Disagreement usually occurs over
means rather than ends.

In the United States, the bases of elite consensus are the sanctity of individual
liberty, private property, and limited government. Political historian Richard
Hofstadter wrote about U.S. elite struggles:

The fierceness of political struggles has often been misleading; for the range of vision
embodied by the primary contestants in the major parties has always been bounded by
the horizons of property and enterprise. However much at odds on specific issues, the
major political traditions have shared a belief in the rights of property, the philosophy
of economic individualism, the value of competition; they have accepted the economic
virtues of capitalist culture as necessary qualities of man.5
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Elitism implies that public policy does not reflect demands of “the people” so
much as it reflects the interests and values of elites. Changes and innovations in
public policy come as elite values slowly evolve to adapt to new challenges to sys-
tem stability, often caused by new technologies or external events. However, elite
interest in preserving the system means that changes in public policy normally will
be incremental rather than revolutionary. Public policies are often modified but
seldom replaced.

Elites may act out of narrow self-serving interests or enlightened, “public-
regarding” motives. Occasionally elites abuse their powers and position and under-
mine mass confidence in their leadership. This threatens the system and requires
a punitive response by other members of the elite who are more focused on pre-
serving the system. Unethical business executives get fired for violating the rules,
politicians are impeached for breaking their oath to uphold the law, and union
officials are expelled for corruption. At other times, elites initiate reforms designed
to preserve the system and restore mass support. Elitism does not necessarily mean

IN BRIEF ELITE THEORY

• Society is divided into the few who have power,
called elites, and the many who do not, called
masses.

• Elites are not typical of the masses who are
governed. Elites are drawn disproportionately
from the upper socioeconomic strata of society.
The movement of nonelites to elite positions is
necessary but must be slow and continuous to
maintain stability and avoid revolution. Only
nonelites who have accepted the basic elite
consensus enter governing circles. Elites share
a consensus on the basic values of the social
system and the preservation of the system. They
disagree only on a narrow range of issues.

• Public policy reflects not the demands of the
masses but the prevailing values of the elite.
Changes in public policy will be incremental
rather than revolutionary.

• Elites may act out of narrow self-serving motives
and risk undermining mass support, or they
may initiate reforms, curb abuse, and undertake
public-regarding programs to preserve the
system and their place in it.

• Active elites are subject to relatively little direct
influence from the apathetic masses. Elites influ-
ence the masses more than the masses influence
elites.
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that the masses are exploited or repressed, although these abuses are not uncom-
mon, especially outside democracies. Elitism means only that the responsibility for
mass welfare rests with elites, not with masses.

Finally, elitism assumes that the masses are largely passive, apathetic, and
ill-informed. Mass sentiments are manipulated by elites more often than elite values
are influenced by the sentiments of the masses. More communication between elites
and masses flows downward than upward. Masses seldom make decisions about
governmental policies through elections or through thoughtful evaluation of political
parties’ policy alternatives. For the most part, these “democratic” institutions—
elections and parties—have only symbolic value: They help tie the masses to the
political system by giving them a ritual role to play on Election Day. Elitism con-
tends that the masses have at best only an indirect influence over the decision-
making behavior of elites.

Naturally, elitism is frequently misunderstood in the United States because the
prevailing myths and symbols of the U.S. system are drawn from democratic theory
rather than elite theory. So let us sum up here what elitism is not. Elitism does not
mean those who have power are continually locked in conflict with the masses or
that powerholders always achieve their goals at the expense of the public interest.
Elitism in a democracy is not a conspiracy to oppress the masses, although that
myth is common among extremists on the right and left. Elitism does not imply
that powerholders constitute a single impenetrable monolithic body or that they
always agree on public issues. Elitism does not pretend that power in society does
not shift over time and that new elites do not emerge to compete with old elites.
Power need not rest exclusively on the control of economic resources but may rest
instead upon other leadership resources—organization, communication, or infor-
mation. Lastly, elitism does not imply that masses have no impact on the attitudes
of elites, only that elites influence masses more than masses influence elites.

THE MEANING OF DEMOCRACY

While the term democracy has been used in different ways throughout history, at its
core it refers to popular participation in the allocation of values in a society. (The
Greek roots demos and kratos translate to “people” and “rule,” respectively.) The
ruled and the rulers are the same. The Founders looked to classical understandings
of the concept of democracy, where the term was used by the Greek political philos-
opher Aristotle6 as describing a corrupt form of government in which the masses
ruled in their self-interest and not in the interest of the country. The term demos
was more a synonym for “mob.” The modern term democracy conflates its negative
original meaning with the positive form of government called polity (or in Latin,
republic). We can account for at least some of the ironic gap between the United
States as an elite-run political system and the ideals of democracy in the common
misunderstanding of the term “democracy” itself. Chapter 2 will clarify this further.

The underlying value in almost any modern understanding of democracy is
individual dignity. Traditionally, democratic theory has valued popular partici-
pation in politics as an opportunity for individual self-development through
civic virtue: Responsibility for governing our own conduct develops character,
self-reliance, intelligence, and moral judgment—in short, dignity. The ancients of
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Athens and Rome saw political participation as virtuous, or necessary to becom-
ing a good person. The classic democrat would reject even a benevolent despot
who could govern in the interest of the masses, as that would deny the opportu-
nity to participate. As the English political philosopher John Stuart Mill asked,
“What development can either their thinking or active faculties attain under it?”
Thus the argument for citizen participation in public affairs depends not on its
policy outcomes but on the belief that it is essential to the full development of
human capacities. Ideally, democracy means individual participation in the deci-
sions that affect our lives. Mill argued that people can know truth only by dis-
covering it for themselves.7

Procedurally, a democratic society achieves popular participation through
majority rule and respect for the rights of minorities. Self-development presumes
self-government, and self-government comes about only by encouraging each indi-
vidual to contribute to the development of public policy and by resolving conflicts
over public policy through majority rule. Minorities who have had the opportunity
to influence policy but whose views have not won majority support accept the deci-
sions of majorities because of the fairness and openness of the democratic proce-
dure. In return, majorities permit minorities to attempt openly to win majority
support for their views. Freedom of speech and press, freedom to dissent, and free-
dom to form opposition parties and organizations are essential to ensure meaningful
individual participation. This freedom of expression is also critical in ascertaining the
majority’s real views.

Classical liberal theory became the modern expression of democratic theory for
the Founders and their European influences. Originally, democratic equality came
out of the Biblical idea of humans created in the image of the divine and thus
having intrinsic rights and dignity. Human beings, by virtue of their existence, are
entitled to life, liberty, and property. A “natural law,” or moral tenet, guarantees
every person liberty and the right to property, and this natural law is morally super-
ior to human law. John Locke, the English political philosopher whose writings
most influenced the United States’ founding elites, argued that even in a “state of
nature”—that is, a world of no governments—an individual possesses inalienable
rights to life, liberty, and property. Locke meant that these rights are independent of
government; governments do not give them to individuals, and no government may
legitimately take them away.8

IN BRIEF DEMOCRATIC THEORY

Democratic theory proposes:

• Popular participation in the decisions that shape
the lives of individuals in a society.

• Government by majority rule, with recognition
of the rights of minorities to try to become
majorities. These rights include the freedoms of
speech, press, assembly, and petition as well as

the freedoms to dissent, to form opposition
parties, and to run for public office.

• A commitment to individual dignity and the
preservation of the classical liberal values of
life, liberty, and property.

• A commitment to equal opportunity for all
individuals to develop their capacities through
political participation.
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Human Rights,
and Labor
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Locke believed that a government’s purpose is to protect individual liberty.
People form a “social contract” with one another to establish a government
to help protect their rights; they tacitly agree to accept government authority to
protect life, liberty, and property. Property has been of particular importance as it
provides economic self-sufficiency, rather than a child-like, feudal dependence on
the government. Implicit in the social contract and the democratic notion of free-
dom is the belief that social control over the individual must be minimal. Classical
liberal theory sees government as a major threat to human freedom, and govern-
mental authority must be limited. These beliefs call for removing as many external
restrictions, controls, and regulations on the individual as possible without harming
the freedom of other citizens.

Another vital aspect of classical democracy is a belief in the equality of all
people. The Declaration of Independence states that “all men are created equal.”
Even the Founding Fathers believed that all persons had equality before the law,
regardless of their personal circumstances. A democratic society’s legal system cannot
judge a person by social position, economic class, creed, or race. The law should
treat all fairly without advantage. Political equality is expressed in the concept of
“one person, one vote.”

In the United States, the notion of equality has come to include equality of
opportunity in many aspects of life: social, educational, economic, and, of course,
political. Each person should have a reasonably equal chance to develop his or her
capacities to the fullest potential. There should be no artificial barriers to the pur-
suit of happiness or success in life, however each individual may define it. All per-
sons should have the opportunity to make of themselves what they can, to develop
their talents and abilities to their fullest, and to be rewarded for their skills, knowl-
edge, initiative, and hard work. Democratic theory has always stressed equality of
opportunity over “equality of outcome,” which by seeking conformity of result
denies the individual right to choose one’s goals and happiness.

ELITISM IN A DEMOCRACY

Democracy requires popular participation in government. To our nation’s Foun-
ders, whose classical educations included an ambivalence about the wisdom of
democracy, it meant the people would have representation in government. The
Founders believed government rests ultimately on the consent of the governed.
Their notion of republicanism envisioned decision making by representatives of the
people, rather than direct decision making by the people themselves. These repre-
sentatives would be expected to use their prudence and wisdom to make decisions
based on what was in the best interests of the masses. The Founders were
profoundly skeptical of direct democracy, in which the people initiate and decide
policy questions by popular vote. They had read about direct democracy in the
ancient Greek city-state of Athens, and they were fearful of the “follies” of democ-
racy. James Madison wrote,

Such democracies have ever been spectacles of turbulence and contention; have ever
been found incompatible with personal security of the rights of property and have in
general been as short in their lives as they have been violent in their deaths.9
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ISSUES WITH DIRECT DEMOCRACY

Even if it were desirable, mass government is not feasible in a large society.
Abraham Lincoln’s rhetorical flourish—“a government of the people, by the people,
for the people”—has no real-world meaning. What would “the people” look like
if all U.S. citizens were brought together in one place?

Standing shoulder to shoulder in military formation, they would occupy an area of
about sixty-six square miles. The logistical problem of bringing [300] million bodies
together is trivial, however, compared with the task of bringing about a meeting of
[300] million minds. Merely to shake hands with that many people would take a
century. How much discussion would it take to form a common opinion? A single
round of five-minute speeches would require five thousand years. If only one percent
of those present spoke, the assembly would be forced to listen to over two million
speeches. People could be born, grow old and die while they waited for the assembly
to make one decision.

In other words, an all-American town meeting would be the largest, longest, and
most boring and frustrating meeting imaginable. What could such a meeting produce?
Total paralysis. What could it do? Nothing.10

The U.S. Constitution has no provision for national popular referenda. Only a
century later did political support develop in some states for more direct involve-
ment of citizens in policy-making through initiative and referendum. Today voters
in only about half the states can express their frustrations with elite governance
directly through these mechanisms. The initiative is a device whereby a specified
number or percentage of voters, through the use of a petition, may have a proposed
measure placed on the ballot for adoption or rejection by the electorate of a state.
This process bypasses the legislature and allows citizens to propose both state laws
and state constitutional amendments. The initiative measures that pass sometimes
may hold the elite more accountable and enhance democracy; other times they may
circumvent elite efforts to protect democratic values (more on this in Chapter 12).
The referendum is a device by which the electorate must approve decisions of the
legislature before these become law or become part of the state constitution or by
which the electorate must approve of proposals placed on the ballot by popular
initiative. Voters in 18 states can recall elected officials—petition for an election
to decide whether or not an incumbent official should be ousted from office before
the end of his or her term.11

REPRESENTATIVE DEMOCRACY AND ELITES

The Founders were most fearful that unrestrained majorities would threaten liberty
and property and abuse minorities and individuals, “the weaker party and the
obnoxious individual.” James Madison framed this concern in Federalist Paper #10
(see Chapter 2). The Founders recognized the warning found in the classical under-
standing of the term democracy—that government by majority rule can threaten the
life, liberty, and property of minorities and individuals. They saw the notion that a
majority must be right simply because it is a majority as logically flawed and histori-
cally disproved. The solution to the practical problem of popular government is
rule not by the masses but with the consent of the masses through the development
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FOCUS MASS DISTRUST OF THE U.S. ELITE

How much trust do the masses have in U.S. leader-
ship? Public opinion polls show a generally declining
willingness of the people to “trust the government in
Washington to do what is right” (see figure). Defeat
and humiliation in war or foreign affairs undermines
mass support for a nation’s leadership, as seen in the
Vietnam War, Iran hostage crisis, or Iraqi occupation,

while success such as the Gulf War victory in 1991
can produce greater trust. U.S. adults traditionally
“rally ’round the flag” when confronted with serious
national threats, such as following the terrorist
attacks of September 11, 2001, when mass trust in
government skyrocketed to levels not seen since the
1960s.

“How much of the time do you think you can trust the government in Washington to do what is right? 
Always? Most of the time? None of the time?” Percentage of respondents saying government can be 
trusted “always” or “most of the time.”

Can you trust government to do what is right?
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